
Ubuntu is easy to install, free of viruses, and gives you 
power and flexibility for education, business, and home 
use. With Ubuntu you can read email, surf the web, play 
games, create documents, spreadsheets, and more!

For free help with installing and using Ubuntu visit
http://www.ubuntu.com/support/communitysupport
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This CD is provided by Ubuntu California.  We're a group 
of volunteers from all over California who advocate and 
promote Ubuntu and Free Software.

To learn more, visit
http://wiki.ubuntu.com/CaliforniaTeam

A new Ubuntu version 
is released every six 
months, so it's easy to 
have the latest and 
greatest software. 
Ubuntu releases are 
supported for eighteen 
months. If you prefer to 
upgrade less often, you 
can use Long Term 
Support versions, which 
are released every two 
years and supported 
for three years.

This CD can be used to 
install Ubuntu on an 
unlimited number of PCs, 
desktops, laptops, and 
servers.  So 
install it, 
enjoy it, 
and pass 
it on to 
your family, 
friends, and colleagues.

Pass it On! This LoCo is a group of 
Ubuntu Linux enthusiasts.  
We promote Ubuntu because 
it is a friendly, free alternative 
to other operating systems.
If you are interested in 
participating, having us speak 
to your organization, or attend 
your next event, you can learn 
more about us at the URL on 
the top flap.

This software is released for free public 
use under several licenses. It is provided 
without warranty, without even the 
implied warranty of merchantability, 
satisfactoriness or fitness for a particular 
use. See the license text included with 
each program for details. Source code 
for Ubuntu can be downloaded from 
archive.ubuntu.com or can be ordered 
from Canonical at the cost of the media 
and shipping.

Ubuntu, the Ubuntu logo and Canonical 
are registered trademarks of Canonical 
Ltd. All other trademarks are the 
property of their respective owners.

Everything you need 
comes on one CD, 
providing a complete 
work environment.

Ubuntu users have 
access to thousands of 
software packages 
from the Ubuntu 
catalog. You can 
browse and install at 
the touch of a button.  
No need to hunt down 
programs online!


